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Mock Court
Enthrals All

Frisbee Fans
Frolic on Field

The KNBC News team sent out
a research party to film and report
a mock trial held by Mr. RolA~rt
Unrobe's Government class on November 18. Lawyers from the Beverly Hills Bar Association and the
Langston Club supervised.
The attorneys acted as the counsel for the defense, prosecuting
attorney, and judge. The class
made up the jury, the witnesses
and the defendants. Tire defendants were portrayed by Eric Martin and Ed Levensen.
The crime in question was the
robbery of a liquor store. The defense argued that the rights of a
juvenile had been violated. After
the complex argument, the jury
wasn't able to come up with a de.cision and Martin and Levanthal
were released, but warned by the
bench newr .to rob a liquor store

~·

fShe Loves Me' Cast Set
Mr. Don Bondi's new Theatre
Arts Workshop will present a musical comedy this semester entitled
"She Loves Me." Dr. William Tea·
ford will arrange the singing and
music, and Mr. Bondi will handle
the choreography. Two months of
rehearsal are planned with performances set for December 16, 17,
18, and 19.
After exhaustive try-outs, according to Bondi, the cast was .chosen.
Included are Mike Blake as Arped;
Larry Richard as Sipos; Pat Flowers as Ritter; Mark Mayper as
Kodaly; Leslie Bisno as Georg; Jim
Schwartz as Mr. Marczek; Debbie
Shapiro as Amalia; and Angus Tyler as Head Waiter.
The Window Shoppers and Cus-tomers will include Gail Stills,
Brenda Boulton, Olga Sneed, Tracey Gudger, Lisa Schneider, Nan
nette Payne, Sharon Johnston, and
Dawn Adamson.
Barry Aratin is Keller and Donna
Solomon, the Violinist. The Carol·
ers are Pam Salamon, Toni Gumbs,

Debbie Cabin, Scott Evans, and
David Fradkin.
The Nul'Se is Leila Carlin; the
Bus Boy is Jeff Bellamy.
Dancers include Gregory Johnson, Brian Greer, Dan Poyourow,
Steve Mark, Lauryl Osborne,
Jamie Grant, and I.eora Britvan.
Mr. Bondi explained that the gOOl
ot the class is to give experience in
all the elements of stage production.
These include movement, singing,
staging, development of a character, set-design, and costuming.
These are all within the course curriculum provided by actual experience and total theater involvement
on the part of the entire class.
The workshop developed as a result of the success of last semester's "Pajama Game." It is -:.~nique
from other drama courses offered
at Hamilton in that it is based on a
musical rather than straight drama.
Entrance to this advanced class is
highly selective, based on an audition.

Yanks Downed By M. A.
Out Of City Playoff

..
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By Chris Young
Assistant Sports Editor
In a quarter final showdown for
the city championship, the Manual
Arts Toilers soundly thrashed
Hamilton's Yankees 40-0. The game
was supposed to be a tossup be~n a strong Yankee offense and
a strong Manual defense, but it
was an obvious miss.match.
The Yankees were unable to substain a drive of any consequence,
as Hamilton wound up with a negative fifty yards in total offen81:!.
Manual Arts' front five (ends
Thomas Baily and Charles Page,
tackles James Braxton and Leslie
Benson, and all city candidate at
middle guard Phalen Mitchell)
contained halfback Ray Christian
on the outside, and fullback Rod

Martin on the inside so efficiently,
that Hamilton's largest gain on the
ground was seven yards.
Phalen Mitchell went through
the offensive line of Hamilton with
great ease, forcing quarterback
Mike Avila to scramble out of- the
pocket almost every time he went
back to pass. Avila compiled a
minus 109 yards on twelve carries.
Most of his yards lost were while
attempting to pass.
When Manual got the ball on
offense, it was usually in excellent
field position as interceptions, recovered fumbles, and poor punts
by Hamilton cost the Yanks dearly.
Proof of this is that the longest of
Manual's six touchdown drives
covered only 39 yards.
The Toilers wore a path through

Hami's defensive line, as tailbacks
Arnold Moore and Frank Kelly
repeatedly slashed through for 5
or 6 yards a carry.
The closest Hamilton came to
scoring was early in the fourth
quarter. Avila threw a perfect
strike to end Juan Avant 53 yards
for an apparent touchdown, but
there was a penalty on the play;
and the score was nullified.
The score might have been
greater ·if it weren't for the outstanding play of Hami's safety
Charlie Stephens. Stephens intercepted three passes, twice stopping
drives deep in Hamilton territory.
Semi-final pairings will rna tch
San Fernando against Femont and
Manual Arts against Granada
Hills.

Hamilton Wgh School's first of·
ficial "Frisbee-In" was held Wed·
nesday, November 18, on the new
athletic field. About 75 students were
present to participate In the event,
and there was also a surprising turnout by the news media, especially
TV.
In charge ot the Frisbee-In was
S t e v e Eisnor, a student council
member and the Comrnissinor of
Social Events. He said the idea behind the activity was simple: to
have a lot of fun and a good time.
Competition was held In the areas
of accuracy and distance. First on
the roster was accuracy. According
to Steven, the Idea was to throw the
Frisbee so It would land as close as
possible to a small balloon about 40
feet away. After contestants had
taken their turn, small flags were
placed In the ground to mark their
best throw. The winner, out of a
field of 27 male entrants, was Ron
Milburger. He was later pttted against the winner from the girls'
division, Carol Weisskopt. The final
champ, Carol, was the recipient of
a black professional Frisbee.
The throw for distance followed.
Coming out on top of 57 male and
f e m a l e participants was twelfth
grader Mike Heileg. He is estimated
to have sailed his Frisbee about sixty yards down the field.

Madrigals Set
Holiday Tone
The Madrigals, Hamilton's corps
of Dr. William Teaford for this
semester's first musical recital on
December 10 at 8: 00 p.m. in the
foyer of the administration building. They have been rehearsing for
three months under the direction
of Dr. William Teaford, for this
special Christmas performance.
The program will be divided into
four parts. The first part will consist of 16th and 17th century secular songs. Following this, the second and third parts of traditional
Chanukah and Christmas songs,
will be presented. The program
will conclude with a cavalcade of
caroling.
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Voting Procedures Need
Maturity, Responsibility
Whatever happened to the
booths lined along the lunch court
during Hamilton's elections? Whatever happened to the fair and honest elections where students voted
because they really wanted to?
Quite apparent in the last tWo
semesters is the fact that elections
are sloppy, insignificant events at

Racism Seen
After Hami- Pali
Football Game
Today, many people believe that
bigotry has somewhat died out. With
civil rights laws and relaxed morals
it seems as though race hatred is
gone. But with many people in the
all-white communities in Los Angeles as well as throughout the United
States feelings of hatred have only
been quelled on the surface. When
they get the least bit upset real feelings show though. The following is
a true incident:
After returning from the Hamilton-Palisades football game, the
Hami student found himseU somewhat relieved in addition to feeling
a certain amount of pride, pride in
not only a good football team but in
a good school as well.
As he approached his car, a famlly
walked up alongside of him. A father
was walking with his two kids in
silence. The student sensed that this
was a disappointed Dolphin fan. The
father turned to his kids and said,
"The only reason Hamilton won was
because those colored boys cheated."
Before realizing exactly what he
was saying, the student blared out,
"Why don't you shut up, Cracker!"
The father turned quickly and
glared at the student. "Don't talk
that way in front of my kids!"
The student saw that he had already committed himseU, and he
continued, "What you are saying is
corrupting their minds much more
than what I have said."
The father turned and got inside
his car, trying to ignore the statement. The two kids just looked uninquiringly. The father mumbled
something unintelligble and drove
away with his family
R.M.
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Hamilton. Election day has little
or no meaning except for the few
candidates who take them seriously.
To some students, elections are
a farce and many feel that they are
meaningless. This is to be expected.
However, it is the procedure of
voting that should be evaluated.
It's true that bringing ballots to
each and every student class, last
year's procedure, is insurance of a
respectable turnout. In this case,
however, many students mark
their ballots because they are given
one, not because they want to vote.
They'll circle a name that appeals to them, making a choice on
a person's name, not his qualifications.
As shown in the past, voting in
booths on the lunch .court has cut
down the number of voters. But
one can be assured that everyone
who takes the time to exercise his
right to vote chooses to because he
wants to cast a vote for the candidate of his choice.
The procedure of using booths
would assure a serious elections by
all who vote.
The question is, should we strive
for more participation from nonconcerned students, or reduce the
number of voters to those who
take elections seriously?
Quantity has no meaning if all
who vote take elections as a joke.
If we want the best elected student
body officials, then serious elections should prevail. This can be
accomplished by the reinstatement
of voting booths.
Booths would be in the center
of the lunch court, in view of all
the student body. Everyone will
have time to vote if he really feels
he wants to. No ballots will be taken to the students. Instead, they
will have to take five minutes of
their time to get a ballot and vote.
Those who are indiffurent will not
take the time and those who care
will.
This is the best way of making
sure our elections are fair to all
candidates and Hamilton has the
best student officers possible. J.S.
1

What s This? ...
The sultry young girl invited the
man, with a glance, into the bed
where she lay naked. He was a student from Hamilton on his paper
route, and he was finding it hard
not to accept the invitation.
Are you interested in this type of
story? Well, unfortunately, the Federalist is not a pornographic newspaper. However, the staff is open
for suggestions on the kind of stories
you enjoy reading. Write an editorial, a suggestion or a story and drop
it in room 603 anytime. Chances are
it will get printed, and even if it
doesn't, don't stop trying. This is
your paper. Use it.
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Student Interest
Seen at Hami!
In deference to public oprmon,
Hamilton High is not wholly populated by dead-faced and apathetic
students. On the contrary, there are
many groups on campus that are
taking an active role in helping
people and improving the school.
One example was after the recent
Malibu fire, when a committee was
set up to recruit students who wanted to help out by reseeding the
burned areas. The response to this
was overwhelming, and over 60 kids
showed up at a noon-time meeting.
The only unfortunate part was that
many had to be turned away because there wasn't enough room in
the cars.
Another problem that has caught
the eye of a concerned group of students is trash. The group, which
happens to be a CAP class, saw the
heaps of ugly paper and food that
adorn the campus every day after
lunch and wondered what could be
done about it. The result was CRAP.
This novel idea is a plan by which
all the trash remains and accumulates for a week and is then piled
into a mountain to demonstrate how
much there really is. Will the apathetic masses get the point? Only
time will tell.
In operation again this year is

the AHHS tutorial program. Here
Hamilton students who enjoy working with children can commute to
the neighboring elementary schools
and spend their free time by helping those who are in need.
However there is still another
large group of concerned students
that most people take for granted.
These are the cafeteria and hash
line workers and the ROTC. These
kids are willing to give up their
lunch times to sell us food and keep
the halls clear. Think for a moment
what would happen if they weren't
there.
The play production members,
the print shop, the journalism class,
and the sizable number of Hamiltonians who support their class and
school cannot be overlooked as
being active and concerned, but
sulely all of us can afford to open
our eyes wider and help just a little bit more.
J.P.
SPECIAL
DRIVER TRAINING
COURSE

$44.50
Penny Bros.

826-1078

Academic Guidance Services
820 S. ROBERTSON BLVD., L.A. 35
Is now enrolling students for

PREPARATION FOR
SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TESTS

t

20 hours of extensive drill end proc:tic:e in both verbal end math
erees. Classes ere now bein') formed for the next test.
For Information and registration call 657-4390

~.########~###################################################~
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Hamilites Are Featured
Comes to Hami On New Society

Mental Health
A "Self-Awareness Program,"
unique in the city, is planned as a
major part of the Mental Health
Project of Hamilton High School for
the 1970-71 school year. Community organizations that will take part
in the program, such as the Council
of Jewish VVomen,
Asslirtance
League, Jewish Big Brothers, the
L. A. Psychiatric Service, and the
L. A. County Mental Health Association, will each provide several professionals in their field.
The program, which developed
as a result of the student and parent
convocation, will include informal
rap sessions, self-discovery groups,
and problem solving groups. They
will deal with student social concerns of school, family, and friends
as well as topical discussions of
pollution, drugs, and sex. Meetings
will be scheduled once a week, on
VVednesday or Thursday, during the
activity period.
Dr. Roman Anshin, the psychiatrist who has been the official consultant to Hamilton's Mental Health
Program for the past three years,
will supervise this new program.
Mrs. Edith Hill from the Department of County Me,ntal Health will
coordinate the various activities by
working directly with the group

Computer to Set

Teachers Free
If Miss Dale Love, instructor of
mathematics at Hamilton High
School, has anything to say about
it, computers should make it possible for teachers to spend more
time with students and less time
performing clerical chores.
·
Such is the objective of her project to adapt the high school's
computer, used in the school's
mathematics program, to make out
attendance records and report
cards.
Miss Love has inaugurat-ed a~
in-depth study of how computers
are used in other schools and in
colleges. Hamilton, unlike most
high schools, has the advantage
of having its own electronic brain;
the computer is located at Hamilton because the school is the
rna thematics center in the APEX
program of enrichment for five
selected high schools.

leaders and agency representatives
Those interested either in taking
part in the program or suggesting
someone should see Mrs. Eileen
Ranke!, the school nurse. The services are completely free of charge
to all Hamilton students.

Fire Repairs
Nearly Finished
Work on the north wing of the Administration Building, which began
after two fires destroyed it in November of 1969 and January of this
year, is nearing an end.
The Franc Pajeck Co. of Glendale
has about 50 men working on the
project. Their deadline to finish
work is December 15, while all
the new furniture comes in December 17. The estimated cost of repairs so far: $100,000.
One thing that may hold up the
finishing of the project is the rain.
"VVhen it rains, we lose time and
money," Mr. Pajeck said.
One good point, though. VVhen
asked of the students of Hamilton,
Mr. Pajeck replied, "The kids of
Hamilton are the best I've seen.
They are very cooperative." VVhen
asked of the administration, '"They
have been very helpful."

----.
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view that abortion should not be
legalized beyond its present limits,
with Buena Park on the opposing
side favoring complete legalization.
Each group was given two weeks
for the preparation and res·~arch
of the subject, prior to the aC't.ual
taping of the show on November 8.
This will be the third year in a
row that a group from Hamilton
has participated on the show. Mrs.
Ann Bose of the Speech Department selected this year's team.

HIDES-AWAY
2839 SOUTH ROBERTSON BOULEVARD

CLOTHING - Leather, Suede, CoHon
FAR-OUT JEWELRY
15% OFF WITH COUPON

z

0

§

*

15% OFF WITH COUPON

7~ 'Patd4

Sto/t

2867 S. Robertson Blvd.

1 Y2 Blocks North of Santa Monica Freeway

~ JEANS - SLACKS - SHIRTS - BELTS
EXPIRES DECEMBER 30, 1970

Not valid on spec:ial givawey items

15% OFF WITH COUPON

*

15% OFF WITH COUPON

•

I

MOD SHIRTS,
VEST SUITS
JEANS,

FLAIRS,
RACERS,

Bell

Godzilla at Hami
Courtesy of B. L.
Boys' League presented the Japanese science fiction film "Godzilla
versus the Thing" during the lunch
periods on November 17 and 19. The
Boys' League secretary, Ken Bachrach, supervised the event.
The initial cost of renting the film
was $27, and Boys' League president
Jay Marmer reported that his organization made a $25 profit. Unfortunately, some of the money had
to be refunded because the film ran
longer than the allotted three lunch
periods.

Hamilton seniors Steve Cohn,
Fred Schenk, and Doug Holmes
appeared on the weekly television
show "New Society" last Saturday
afternoon at 3:00 p.m. on KNXT,
channel 2
The show featured open debate
between the Hamilton team and an
equivalent team consisting of two
boys and a girl from Buena Park
High. The topic, which was chosen
at random, was on the subject of
abortion. Hamilton will take the

BOTTOMS

Bring This Ad
in and Get

$1.00 OFF
With $1 0 Purchase

A
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''What's the name of the
place where you go to buy pants?''
''That's right.''

We feature all the great liD slacks.

THE PLACE \VHERE YOU GO
TO BUY PANTS
INCORPORATED.
LA CIENEGA AND JEFFERSON, LOS ANGELES.
870·8901
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Student ID or Else • • • Ze Ultimate Vepon

It was a sunny, lazy and :ve11
average school day at Hamilton
High and I had the misfortune to
have lost my nifty Hamilton ID
card. Having completed my clasS'eS
at 11:42 a.m., I deposited my books
in my loclrer and began my journey home. Little did I know that
IJehind the corner of the photo
room lurked a devasting menace,
a teacher aide checking nifty ID
cards at the gate.
I walked up and proceeded to
tell him my sob story of how I had
lost my nifty ID card, after which
he proceeded to tell me how if you
lose your nifty ID card you go to
the BVP and lay your sob story on
him.
Wanting to avoid an unfriendly
confrontation with the BVP, I put
my menacing mind to work on an
escape plan. I found myself at a
side gate and immediately decided
to climb it. On the side I was suddenly face to face with a security
guard. Before I could lay my sob
story on him how I lost my nifty
ID caxd, he attacked me with a
barrage of questions such as, "Do
you go to this school?" "Where is
your nifty ID card?" and "Who
sent you?"
With the smiling security guard
stumbling at my side, we began
our trek to the BVP's office to
gain more information about the
planet SNAKE and examine its
possible relevance to Hamilton

.

POTTERS
Lessons, Memberships, Gallery
5838 Perry Dr., Culver City

The Pottery

836-8808

Some careers an
more rewardilll/.

youcan •

Learn how
train, In Just
a few months, to become a
• Mectical Assistant
• Dental Assistant
• Medical Receptionist
Be the girl you were meant to
be, in a rewarding career for
the 70's. Help others and ful·
fill yourself

Call or write todar, for our Freelllu•
trated Brochure. 'Some Carttrs Are
More Rewarding."

r-THE 'BRYMAN SCHOOL.,

I1

12340 Santa Monlea Bl., W.L.A.
Telephone 828·7881
I would like • mora rewardll!lr
I• career.
Please sand me )'OUr frae

l

llluatretad brochure.
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I
1
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High by setting up a possible
student snakian convocation.
I was then seated in the BVP's
office among other various dellinquents. We had just started to
compare delinquent deeds when I
was hustled in to see the big boss.
After telling my sob story, I was
cleared and issued a new nifty
Hamilton ID card, then released.
The next morning as I sat contentedly in homeroom with my
new nifty ID card attached to my
planet SNAKE dog tags, my neighbor leaned over and proceeded to
tell me how no longer will the nifty
green ID card be honored, only
will the nifty clear ID card be
honored.
After complating my classes, I
went to the gate and proceeded
to tell the teacher aide how I have
not picked up my new nifty clear
ID and he proceeded to tell me
how. . . . . . . .

JJ th Graders Can

Look forward To:
Looking ahead to the coming semester, 11th Grade Class President
Joel Strom stated he is hoping that
the events being plapned this semester will involve a m<Jjority of the
class. "We have been working on
activities that appeal to everyone."
The class officers elected for the
fall semester are as follows: Joel
Strom, president; Mark Magged,
vice-president; Barbara Klein, secretary; and Charisse Lee, treasurer.
Perhaps the biggest and newest
event, the Junior Prom, will be held
Saturday night, January 16, 1971, at
Tail o' the Cock Restaurant, according to Joel. Prom chairmen are
Cliff Scott and Elise Ungerleider.
Activities chairmen are working
on a class dance, welfare project,
and color, name and emblem selections. They are Ellen Pardo, Cathy
Rosenstein, and Debbie Shapiro.
The class will assist the Westside
Fair Housing Board as a welfare
project this semester.
Many juniors have pledged their
support to the board every weekend
for the entire semester, Joel announced.
Selections of class name, color and
emblem will take place this semester. Activities chairmen will also begin to make plans for the White Elephant Sale to take place early next
semester, when the results will be
revealed.
Assisting in all activities, Beverly Turkel, undersecretary, is handling the March of Events notices
and bulletins
"The class scrapbook is an important part of every class as it contains all activities, plans, results
and pictures," stated Stacey Kruger,
historian.
"I hope that the entire class will
be involved," said Mrs. Mary McCullough, class sponsor. "This will help
bring the class together for a sucessful senior year."

Here at Hami Now
The young terrified student was
thrown into the room by the huge
middle aged man with one eye in
the all black uniform.
"Velcome," said the man. "Talre
a seat." He offered the young man
a shoddy wooden chair. The student slowly sat down.
Suddenly the man hit a switch,
and the room was illuminated by
many powerful flood lights, all
shining directly at the student.
"Ve will be able to save ourselves
a lot of trouble if you vill ja:;t give
us a little information." The student just gave his name, grade,
and student ID number.
The man slapped the student
across the face. "Tell us ze plans
for ze revolution on ze campus!"
The student said nothing. "Ludw!J,
get in here!" A 280 pound ex-roller
derby skater appeared. "You know
what to do mit him," and the man
left the room.
Fifteen minutes later Ludwig left
the room, hands bloodied. The man
entered again. "Vill you tell us
now?" The student said nothing.

Proiect 18
Plans
New Offering
Another in the continuing series of
Project 18 meetings was held Thursday, November 5, under the direction of Miss Marianne Gott, Project18 Coordinator. Faculty departmental chairmen discussed new ideas in
their departments.
Jack Straus of the science department talked about the possibility of
a "pre-science" course. This class
would deal with elementary math.,
measurements, and use of instruments. This would eliminate the necessity of going over these things at
the beginning of the semester. Mr.
Straus also suggested an "overall"
science class which would cover all
the areas of high school science.
Mrs. Liz Herb and George Kiriyama presented the idea of a teamtaught class dealing in accomplishments of cultural minorities. Mrs.
Rhoda Rosenthal made a suggestion
for a course in Science Fiction Literature for next year. Gary Scott
has begun planning a Marine Biology class including field trips and
research projects.

PICFAIR

And the parade of tortures began;
it started with two days in the
iron maiden, a week on the rack,
four days of Chinese water .t orture,
bamboo under all his fingernails,
and three a day of L.A. City school
food. "Now vill you give us ze information?" The student said nothing. "Hmrnmmmmm, ve have
got a tough one on our hands. Ve
vill be forced to use ze ultimate
weapon. Karl!" A guard appeared.
"Get ze veapon."
"You mean... "
"Ja."
"But he seemed like such a nice
kid."
"Silence, you stupid schveinhundt! !" The guard ran out. There
was a knock on the door. "All is in
order, herr commendant." "Goot."
Then he took the boy's hand and
led him into another room. There
sitting in seats all around him were
his friends from school, his teachers, his parents, some of his relatives, and the review board from
the college he wanted to attend
next year. In the center was a velvet pillow covered with another
piece of velvet.
"Now ve have somezing of yours
laying on zat pillow. Zis something
is very important to your future.
Vill you tell us ze plans?" Only
silence. "Zen ve vill be forced to
show everyvon here ze object,
Karl!" The guard lifted off the cover. The crowd leaned in closer,
all trying to see what was on the
pillow. It was a small piece of
cardboard. The student immediately recognized it as his report
card.
"Oh, God, no, anything but that.
I'll tell you everything!" "Good.
Ve always like people who cooperate."

Body -

Mind -

Breathing

SHOTOKAN KARATE
1654-A 20th Street
Santa Monica
Phone: 393-6913
a non-profit organization

Driving School
STERN-FYBEL
"since 1940"
275-7776
FLORIST

CORSAGES AND BOUQUETS FOR
ALL OCCASIONS

5860 Pico Boulevard

WEbster 1-8276
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L Champs B ast Sy mar
George "Flash" Reddick, the city
100-yard dash champion, used some
of his blazilig 9.7 speed to score
two touchdowns and lead the Western League Champions, the Hamilton Yankees, to a 21-15 victory over
the Sylmar Spartans, the East Valley. League runner-ups.

1

1

Bee s and Cee s
~eady

for TO WL

Both the BEE a.J:ld CEE baskethal teams started out this year's

quest for a city championship with
impressive wins over Belmont's
cagers, 58-43, and 70-62 respectively.
Balanced scoring and tight defense
from the starting five helped the
BEE cagers jump out to a 25-8 lead
in the firs't period. Forward Marshall
DeWolfe, playing in only the first
and third quarters, was high scorer
for Hamilton with 10 points. Other
starters on BEE included forward
Jim Nakano and David Eberstein,
Center Doug Callender, and guard
Hal Stone.
Hamilton's CEE basketball team,
defending city champions, appeared
every bit as good as last year's
team, having little trouble in disposing of Belmont 70-62. After the
starters built up a lead of 26-9 in
the first quarter, Coach Eugene
Broadwater used both his second
and third string players extensively.
Leading scorers for Hami's CEES
were guard Lester Humphrey with
26 and forward Barry Basner, contributing 14.

BASKETBALL
HAMILTON

vs
MANUAL ARTS

*

Band C- Here
2:30p.m.

*

Varsity & JV- Here
6:30 p.m.

Hamilton's rushing game was strong, despite playing on a muddy
Palisades field, which split end and
punt returner Keith Frierson called,
"a menace to run on." Regardless,
the Yanks rolled up 262 yards on the
ground.
Rod Martin, playing a great game,
led Yankee rushers with 79 yards on
eight carries. At fullback, Martin
also scored a touchdown on a run of
eight yards. Raymond Christian,
Hami's sensational all-league candidate running back, trailed Martin
closely as he and Reddick rushed
for 75 and 72 yards respectiveiy.
Gary Harris, rwming well inside, also had a good day. Harris picked up
many key yards in clutch situations.
Sylmar, which scored firSt in the
game, got a touchdown on a fiveyard run by their halfback Mike
McCoy. The extra point kick was
good.

On the next series, Hamilton came

back. Mike Avila moved the Yanks
to the 14 yard line. From the 14,
Avila, who was 6-16 for 69 yards,
threw a touchdown pass to George
Reddick.
The extra point attempt, a kick,
was faked by the Yanks. Avila ran
to the right side, found no running
room, then threw across the field to
his leaping split end Don Smith,
who made an excellent catch.
In the third quarter with the
score 8-7, the Yanks opened with
their second touchdown of the game.
Behind strong blocking by offensive
1 in em an Michael Smith, Vernon
Smith, Richie Maize, Marvin Katz,
Bob Walsh, Charles Hopkins, and
Michael Morris, Reddick on an end
around streaked 54 yards for a
score. Raymond Christian booted the
extra point to put the Yanks ahead
by the score of 15-7.
The Hami defense played another
gOQd game. Backs Ron Smith,

Yankee Cagers Slip by Belmont
Larry Cheshier Contributes 22
"We are wonking hard on a
crowd pleasing type game. The
offense is based upon team play.
Our biggest asset this season is
going to be quickness; therefore, we
will emphasize quick passing, quick
cutting, and movement without the
ball.
"Despite our lack of size, we. are
confident we Will be on the boards
with everybody in the league. Our
tallest player is 6'3", while other
reams will have men that are 6'5",
6'6', 6'7". Our center, Larry Cheshier, knows how to get excellent
position on the boards, taking
away the opponents' height advantage to some exrent. We are going
to employ a pressing type defense,
trying to force our opponents into
taking the poor percentage shot.
The defense will need a lot more
work in preparation for the Western League opener against University High. Coach Yutaka Shimizu's pre-game comments took concrete form, as the Hamilton Yankees slipped past Belmont 68-66 in
their first pre-season game.
Hamilton was very weak on the
bench, as several starters and reserves are in the midst of the football playoffs. Despite this lack of
depth, the Yanks seemed to jell
into a team late in the fourth

quarter. Instead of committing
turnovers, which is the trade mark
of tired teams, Hami displayed fine
ball control in the closing minutes.
The Denitz twins (Marc and Dave),
who moved up from C basketball
to Varsity in one year, took .control on offense, making expert
passes to the forwards for easy
lay-ups.
The defense was excellent, forcing Belmont into many ball control
errors. During the last five minutes of play, Hami pulled ahead
to stay, building up a small lead;
Belmont was forced to play catch
up ball, taking shots from outside
of twenty feet.
Larry Cheshier, this years' captain of the Varsity, took control
of the defensive board, clinching
Hamilton's first victory of the
year. In addition to his rebounding,
Larry scored 22 points for one of
his finest games.
Hamilton's next opponents will
be Birmingham Gardena and Manual Arts.

George Reddick and Gary Harris
all played well. Charlie Stephens,
the safety, also picked off an important pass in one of his top performances this season.
On the defensive line, Vernon
Smith, Richie Maize, Antony Love,
Joe Quave, Tony Shipp, Steve Scher
and Michael Smith crushed Spartan
runners.
Playing linebacker as well as
fullback, 6'3" Rod Martin picked
off a pass too. He ran the ball in for
the Yanks' final score two plays later.

Hill, JV's
Go to City
A surpnsmg third place by a
strong Yankee JV team and a decisive first by star Lonnie Hill were
the highlights of the Western League Cross Country final held at
Pierce College. The meet was the
end of a rather dismal season for
the Yanks.
After losing to three of the five
opponents, the JV team surprised
everyone by placing third in league,
just six points behind the second
place finishers. Led by Steve Bland,
Kirby Case, John Fuchs, Thomas
Pitchford, Gary Schneider, Paul
Sonnenfeld, Greg Winer, and Greg
Yamanaka, the team indicates a
bright future for the harriers.
Lonnie Hill, who continuously finished first throughout the season,
crossed the ·line 100 yards in front
of his nearest competitor. Varsity
standouts include Allan Ludiway,
Ron Newstat, James Payne, and
Derrick Smedley.
The lOth grade division brought
back a fourth place finish in league
finals, just missing out on a spot in
city meets. Runners Mark Edwards,
Scott Holtz, Gary Schneider, Jeff
West, and Greg Winer have shown
much improvement throughout the
season.
Featured in the city meet, to be
held December 5, at Pierce College
will be the Hamilton JV team and
Varsity Captain, Lonnie Hill.

CERTIFIED DRIVER TRAINING

Learn to Drive with the

DRIVING SCHOOL
Kurt J. Herrmann

Established 1948

Call 936-0600
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Rudnick's Has Them All
FLAIRS,
CORDS,
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Harold1 s Auto Supply
MACHINE AND MUFFLER SHOP
9070 Washington Boulevard
UP0-5533

VE9-6735
OPEN SUNDAY 'TIL 2

